Brodmann's map constructed on the basis of cellular organization has been useful as a functional map of the cortical areas, such as the sensation, association, and motion. Since cytoarchitectually distinct cortical areas have different arrangements, density, and types of neurons, it is reasonable to expect that neuronal signaling patterns may reflect the structures, and effectively operate for their specific computations. In order to examine the intrinsic relationship between neuronal firing signals and cortical functions as well as cellular structures, we develop a metric that may extract intrinsic non-Poisson irregular firing characteristics from a spike train in isolation from the firing rate fluctuation of extrinsic origin. Using a metric of local variation Lv that measures the cross-correlation of consecutive ISIs rescaled with instantaneous rate [1,2], we revealed that the firing regularity remains fairly invariant with time and rate fluctuation for individual neurons. However, it was reported that another metric measuring the instantaneous irregularity similar to Lv varied in time and with behavioral contexts in another experiment [3] . This fact indicates that the local firing metrics suggested so far are still inadequate for extracting the intrinsic firing characteristics in isolation of the extrinsic perturbation. Here we revise Lv into a new metric by enhancing the firing rate invariance, which allows the signaling patterns specific to individual neurons to be detected more sensitively, and conduct an analysis to reveal the difference of intrinsic firing dynamics among the cortical areas.
Introduction
Brodmann's map constructed on the basis of cellular organization has been useful as a functional map of the cortical areas, such as the sensation, association, and motion. Since cytoarchitectually distinct cortical areas have different arrangements, density, and types of neurons, it is reasonable to expect that neuronal signaling patterns may reflect the structures, and effectively operate for their specific computations. In order to examine the intrinsic relationship between neuronal firing signals and cortical functions as well as cellular structures, we develop a metric that may extract intrinsic non-Poisson irregular firing characteristics from a spike train in isolation from the firing rate fluctuation of extrinsic origin. Using a metric of local variation Lv that measures the cross-correlation of consecutive ISIs rescaled with instantaneous rate [1, 2] , we revealed that the firing regularity remains fairly invariant with time and rate fluctuation for individual neurons. However, it was reported that another metric measuring the instantaneous irregularity similar to Lv varied in time and with behavioral contexts in another experiment [3] . This fact indicates that the local firing metrics suggested so far are still inadequate for extracting the intrinsic firing characteristics in isolation of the extrinsic perturbation. Here we revise Lv into a new metric by enhancing the firing rate invariance, which allows the signaling patterns specific to individual neurons to be detected more sensitively, and conduct an analysis to reveal the difference of intrinsic firing dynamics among the cortical areas.
Using the revised metric, we analyze spike trains from a large number of neurons recorded in eight laboratories from fifteen cerebral cortical areas. The two-dimensional map contracted by multidimensional scaling from the firing-pattern dissimilarities across the cortical areas reveals a gradient of the firing regularity in close correspondence to the functional categories of the cortical areas. Neuronal firing patterns are regular in the primary and higher-order motor areas, random in the visual areas, and bursty in the prefrontal area. These results indicate that the neuronal signaling patterns not only reflect the cortical structures, but also play a crucial role in the cerebral cortical computation specific to their functional categories.
